The genome is the blueprint for an organism. Interrogating the genome, 20 especially locating critical cis-regulatory elements, requires deletion analysis. 21 This is conventionally performed using synthetic constructs, making it 22 cumbersome and non-physiological. Thus, we created Cas9-mediated Arrayed 23
fundamental understanding of genetic information and regulation at the level of 54 genes and chromosomes. More recently, to understand gene regulation, 55 molecular biologists have relied heavily on in vitro or cell culture-based assays to 56 assess the function of DNA fragments. One example of this is promoter bashing 57 used to pinpoint critical or regulatory sequence elements in a promoter 1,2 . Also, in 58 enhancer screening, larger DNA fragments upstream or downstream of a target 59 gene are fused to reporter genes 3-5 . This synthetic approach often fails to 60 recapitulate full endogenous patterns, and thus requires second-round rescue 61 experiments to draw solid conclusions. Such indirect methods are inefficient and 62 and biomedical fields 23 . Indeed, CRISPR technology has already transformed 86 studies from stem cell research and cancer biology to food production and pest 87 control 24 . 88 89 Drosophila melanogaster has been a powerful model organism for decoding the 90 genome to understand complex biology 25 . However, even with existing genetic 91 tools, it remains quite challenging to interrogate the entire fly genome, especially 92 non-coding regions. Enhancing fly genetics with CRISPR is particularly needed 93 for large-scale genome-wide screens as well as focused, detailed sequence 94 analyses 26 . 95
96
Here we describe a new high-throughput technology for deletion analysis called 97 CAMIO (Cas9-mediated Arrayed Mutagenesis of Individual Offspring). We built a 98 CRISPR-based mutagenesis pipeline in Drosophila male germ cells, to achieve 99 massive production of independent indels in targeted loci with germline 100 transmission 27,28 . We further created a transgenic system for simultaneously 101 targeting multiple sites with an array of gRNAs. This way, we can readily 102 generate a huge collection of organisms harboring either diverse, small, localized 103 indels or large, defined deletions (inter-target deletions). This will enable efficient 104 deletion analysis of sizable genomic regions in vivo. We include here an example 105 that demonstrates the power of CAMIO. In 2006 our lab discovered that the 106 expression of temporal protein Chinmo was regulated via its 5'UTR 29 . Using 107 CAMIO, we are able to rapidly ascribe a critical aspect of this temporal control to 108 a 300-bp sequence of the 2kb UTR. In conclusion, CAMIO enables high-109 throughput organism-level genome structure-functional studies. 110 111 112
Results

114
Independent targeted mutagenesis in individual male germ cells 115 116
To mutate the genome in a high-throughput manner requires a germline pipeline 117 for independent mutagenesis in individual germ cells rather than germline stem 118 cells (GSCs). We have shown that the bam promoter can effectively and 119 specifically drive flippase induction in female germ cells, and not in GSCs 28 . 120 bam's restriction to germ cells in both the male and female germline prompted us 121 to explore whether we could conduct independent mutagenesis in individual 122 germ cells. 123
124
To this end, we made bamP(898)-Cas9 and tested its ability to mutate gRNA-125 targeted sites in male as well as female germline. For proof of principle, we 126 chose the ebony gene for targeted mutagenesis. Loss-of-ebony mutations are 127 easy to detect and there was a readily available transgenic gRNA targeting 128 ebony (Fig. 1a ) 19 . We determined the mutagenesis efficiency in male versus 129 female founders ( Fig. 1b) . Surprisingly, over 25% of male gametes as opposed to 130 only ~3% of female gametes carried loss-of-function ebony mutations. This result 131 demonstrates that the male germline is particularly susceptible to bamP-Cas9-147 mediated genome editing. 148
149
To address if the Cas9-mediated editing events occurred independently, we 150 sequenced a part of the ebony locus in individual mutants carrying ebony 151 deficiency. From a single male founder, we analyzed ten progeny with ebony 152 loss-of-function phenotypes. We uncovered seven different indels around the 153 Cas9 cut site ( Fig. 1c ). One identical ebony mutation occurred in three siblings, 154 possibly resulting from either differential deletion of GTC repeats or from 155 microhomology-mediated repair 32 . The recovery of many distinct indels from a 156 single founder argues for independent Cas9 actions in individual germ cells. This 157 result encouraged us to establish bamP induced CRISPR in the male germline 158 as a 'targeted mutagenesis pipeline'. 159
160
A mutagenesis pipeline could be useful for producing novel alleles of a protein of 161 interest. To explore this idea, we tested CRISPR's usefulness to produce novel 162 alleles of a well characterized gene, shibire. shibire encodes Drosophila 163
Dynamin, a motor protein crucial for synaptic vesicle endocytosis 33 . shi ts1 , a 164 temperature sensitive allele containing a missense mutation, is widely used in 165 behavioral assays to temporarily shut off neuronal activity 34 . We therefore 166 designed a gRNA against the UAS-shibire transgene at the region where the 167 temperature-sensitive shi ts1 point mutation is located, presuming that we could 168 produce additional temperature-sensitive or dominant negative alleles. 169
170
We tested our mutagenized transgene by expressing it in the eye with GMR-Gal4 171 and screening at 29 degrees. Unfortunately, the rough eye phenotype was not 172 confined to temperature-sensitive or dominant negative alleles, but was also the 173 result of high transgene expression in the eye. Frameshift mutations in the 174 beginning of shibire would lead to premature stop codons, and the resultant small 175 truncated proteins are likely non-functional. By contrast, in-frame mutations 176 would create essentially full-size proteins. However, loss of critical amino acids 177 could disrupt key catalytic functions but preserve the protein's ability to 178 polymerize, thus creating a dominant negative allele. We therefore surveyed 179
phenotypically wildtype offspring to see if they lacked in-frame mutations. We 180 pooled around 1000 phenotypically normal progeny collected from 20 male 181 founders for amplicon analysis with next generation sequencing (NGS). We 182 obtained a large collection of diverse indels, with the majority of deletions smaller 183 than 30 bps ( Fig. 1d ). Notably, there is a clear under-representation of in-frame 184 mutations ( Fig. 1e ). The selective loss of such in-frame mutations is noteworthy, 185 and supports the feasibility of making 'novel' useful proteins via deleting various 186 amino acids of interest in a high-throughput manner. 187 188 Taken together, our data demonstrate that bamP(898) effectively restricts Cas9-189 mediated mutagenesis to germ cells. There is no evidence that clonal expansion 190 contributes to the exceptionally high mutation efficiency in male founders. To expand the diversity of deletions that one can recover from a single 199 population cross, we next explored the possibility of multiplexing gRNA-targeted 200 mutagenesis. Our vision for multiplexing gRNAs is to have a collection of gRNAs 201 from which one is stochastically selected, rather than simultaneously expressing 202 multiple gRNAs. Incorporating this multiplexed design into the male germline in 203 combination with bamP(898)-Cas9 would enable both stochastically chosen 204 gRNAs and offspring independent mutations. Supplying one gRNA at a time 205 prevents contamination of rare deletions by much more frequent second-site 206 mutations. This way, discrete clusters of simple deletions can be recovered from 207 a single population cross. Therefore, we can tile a sizable DNA region with 208 diverse small deletions with a repertoire of evenly spaced gRNAs. 209
210
To examine the feasibility of our multiplexing design, we targeted a UAS-211 mCD8::GFP transgene with four independent gRNAs. To stochastically activate 212 only one out of the four gRNAs, we made a conditional U6-gRNA(x4) transgene 213 that is dependent on PhiC31-mediated recombination (Fig 2a) . Using the nos 214 intervening 3xP3-RFP. Given the rather small size of each gRNA as compared to 237 the large 3xP3-RFP, the differences in length between the attB site and the 238 choice of any one attP site is therefore relatively trivial. Based on a previous, 239 similar construct for multicolor imaging 36 , we expect that each gRNA should be 240 expressed at comparable frequencies. For brevity, we name the conditional U6-241 gRNA transgene pCis, and then, in braces, add the number of gRNAs and the 242 name of the targeted DNA. For example, to target the UAS-mCD8::GFP 243 transgene, we created pCis-{4gRNAs_mCD8}. Also, when we describe the 244 individual gRNAs, we number them in sequence from 5' to 3'. 245
246
For the multiplexed targeted mutagenesis of mCD8::GFP, we established male 247 founders carrying UAS-mCD8::GFP, bamP(898)-Cas9, nos-phiC31, and pCis-248 {4gRNAs_mCD8}, and crossed them to act5C-Gal4 females for easy scoring of 249 GFP fluorescence in the progeny. Overall, approximately 35% of the progeny lost 250 GFP expression. We collected 30 GFP-negative offspring from two founder 251 males. Sequencing the mCD8-coding region revealed that each GFP-negative 252 offspring carried an indel corresponding to a single gRNA ( Supplementary Fig.  253 1). Encouragingly, we recovered various deletions resulting from activation of 254 each of the four gRNAs. However, the frequency of mutations at each target site 255
varied. Both founders yielded many more deletions around the gRNA#1/#4 256 targets than the gRNA#2/#3 targets, possibly reflecting their different on-target 257 potencies. 258
259
We found that the majority (83.3%) of deletions removed 20 or fewer bp and that 260 the largest one eliminated 85 bp. To tile a sizable DNA region with such small 261 deletions would require many gRNAs bombarding the region of interest at a 262 density of around one gRNA per 100 bp. Alternatively, we should be able to 263 create larger deletions spanning two Cas9 cuts elicited by two gRNAs acting at a 264 distance. To explore co-employment of two gRNAs, we provided two copies of 265 pCis-{4gRNAs_mCD8} for multiplexed dual mutagenesis of UAS-mCD8::GFP 266 ( Fig. 2b ). We obtained a comparable loss-of-GFP mutation rate at ~35% despite 267 co-expressing two identical or distinct U6-gRNAs. This phenomenon implicates 268 that Cas9 activity (either level or duration) limits the efficiency of gRNA-directed 269 mutagenesis in germ cells. Nonetheless, we could recover various diverse 270 mutations from the dual gRNA-derived GFP-negative progeny, including many 271 single-site deletions (76.4%) and quite a few double-site deletions (two target 272 sites with independent indels; 15.4%) as well as some large deletions spanning 273 two gRNA target sites (inter-target deletions; 8.2%) ( Fig. 2c) . Notably, the single-274 site deletions greatly outnumbered those involving two sites. This outcome is 275 favored in large-scale deletion analysis, as it increases the chance of recovering 276 deletions without second-site contamination. 277
278
The above results demonstrate that using dual gRNA sets enables us to tile a 279 region of interest not only with indels, but also with defined deletions. Random 280 selection of a single gRNA from each of the two identical sets which contain four 281 gRNAs will yield six possible defined deletions. Encouragingly, from a collection 282 of only nine inter-target deletions, we recovered five of the six anticipated defined 283 deletions. Nevertheless, physical hindrance may prevent two Cas9 complexes 284 from acting simultaneously on very close gRNA targets. This may explain why we 285 failed to recover the smallest defined deletion of 37 bp between the Cas9 cut 286 sites of gRNA#2 and #3 targets. These results suggest that inter-target deletions 287 utilizing two gRNAs can support rapid systematic DNA deletion analysis. 288
289
In sum, we established an effective strategy to express various permutations of 290 two gRNAs in male GSCs. In combination with restricting Cas9 to male germ 291 cells, we built a germline pipeline for multiplex targeted mutagenesis. We dub 292 from early to late larval stages ( Supplementary Fig. 2) . Notably, presence of the 319 chinmo 5'UTR drastically suppressed the reporter expression. Interestingly, only 320 in the absence of the 3'UTR did we detect an enhanced 5'UTR-dependent 321 suppression at the late larval stage. These phenomena ascribe the chinmo 322 downregulatory mechanism(s) to the 5'UTR, and unexpectedly revealed some 323 upregulation by the 3'UTR. This upregulation could potentially be a transgene-324 specific artifact, arguing for the importance of performing assessments in the 325 native environment. We thus turned to CAMIO to carry out structure-functional 326 analysis of the native chinmo 5'UTR. 327 328 chinmo's 5'UTR is separated into 3 exons; the first two exons are neighboring 329 and the distant 3 rd exon is separated from the 2 nd by 36kb ( Fig. 3a) . A gRNA set 330 was designed to target each exon for CRISPR mutagenesis (Fig. 3b ). We 331 provided two copies of the same set for induction of both indels and inter-target 332 deletions within an exon. Additionally, we paired gRNA sets for exon 1 and 2 to 333 create larger deletions that span the exon1/2 junction. Thus, we could delete 334 various parts of chinmo 5'UTR in its endogenous locus with simple fly pushing. 335
336
Based on the previously observed deletion rate of around 35%, we collected 300 337 male progeny from each CAMIO genetic cross. We hoped to saturate each 338 5'UTR exon with ~100 different deletions. In total, 1200 CAMIO males were 339 harvested from the four different gRNA array combinations (exons 1, 2, 3, and 340 1+2). We mapped potential indels by sequencing indexed PCR products in a 341 high-throughput manner. We detected numerous indels around each gRNA target site ( Supplementary Fig.  352 3) and also recovered many inter-target deletions that together allow efficient 353 coverage of the entire 5'UTR ( Fig. 3c ). We made organisms homozygous for the 354 large inter-target deletions and examined MB morphology. Markedly, we found 355 similar aberrant MB morphology with two exon 2 inter-target deletions, 356 chinmo Ex2L56 and chinmo Ex2L130 (Fig. 4a ). These deletions overlap by ~300 bp. 357
Variable defects in the perpendicular projection of the bifurcated ab axon lobes 358 appeared at comparable frequencies (~30-50%) in homozygous as well as 359 transheterozygous brains. Further, the penetrance of this phenotype is sensitive 360
to Chinmo dosage, as a chinmo deficiency line effectively suppressed the 361 phenotype (Fig. 4b ). Marchetti and Tavosanis recently proposed that Chinmo 362 downregulation plays a role in promoting a'b' to ab MB neuron fate transition at 363 the prepupal stage 42 . Therefore, we assessed Chinmo levels, and observed 364 aberrantly elevated Chinmo in young MB neurons around pupa formation in both 365 chinmo Ex2L56 and chinmo Ex2L130 homozygous mutants (Fig. 4c ). This is consistent 366 with the notion that these overlapping deletions have uncovered the essential 367 region for this prepupal downregulation of Chinmo. In summary, a single round of 368 CAMIO allowed us to identify a 300 bp locus in the 2. 
386
for the failure in recovering indels from that region include: a relatively shallow 387 sequencing depth of the exon 2 region, our small sample size, unexpectedly low 388 gRNA on-target strength for these gRNAs, or flawed design in the exon 2 gRNA 389 set pCis-{6gRNAs_chinmo Exon2}. To address the last concern that bothered us 390 most, we assessed the usage of specific gRNAs for the exon 2 set in progeny 391 that do not contain Cas9 ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . While g2_2 and g2_3 were not 392 recruited as frequently as others, they each still emerged 6-7% of the time. A rate 393 of 6-7% should be sufficient for us to recover some indels, as gRNA#1 was 394 selected ~15% of the time and produced multiple indels in our CAMIO 395 experiment. 396
397
To examine whether this region of the 5'UTR is indeed critical, we exploited 398 mosaic analysis to create somatic mutations in different tissues. A transgene, 399 dU6_g2+3, was hence assembled to ubiquitously express both g2_2 and g2_3. 400
We began with MB-specific CRISPR mutagenesis by inducing UAS-Cas9 401 specifically in the MB lineage using a MB specific Gal4 (OK107-Gal4). We saw 402 no temporal fate changes in the MB, the classic phenotype of chinmo 403 misregulation in the MB. We next elicited CRISPR mutagenesis in all neural stem 404 cells (neuroblast: NB) with NB-restricted Cas9 (dpn-Cas9) and dU6_g2+3. These 405 animals were viable and showed no abnormal tumor-like NBs in larval or adult 406 brains (typical of Chinmo overexpression) 38 . These data failed to provide 407 evidence in support of presence of critical brain regulatory elements in the region 408 targeted by g2_2 and g2_3. We strengthened this negative conclusion by 409 directly removing various small-to-large fragments around g2_2 and g2_3 targets 410 from the above chinmo UTR-containing GFP transgene. In developing MBs, we 411 observed indistinguishable GFP expression profiles between wild-type and 412 modified 5'UTRs ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). In contrast to our negative findings in 413 the brain, we found severe embryonic or early larval lethality when we induced 414 early ubiquitous somatic mutations with act5C-Cas9 and dU6_g2+3. This 415 dominant lethality provides a direct explanation for our failure in recovering viable 416 organisms carrying g2_2 or g2_3 induced indels. Together, these data suggest 417 an essential role for chinmo 5'UTR outside of the brain. We were happily surprised to discover a much higher CRISPR mutagenesis rate 442
in male compared to female germ cells using bamP. This sex difference was also 443 observed in CRISPR-induced gene targeting in our effort to improve Golic+ 444 (manuscript in preparation). Currently, we do not know what leads to this 445 phenomenon. bamP has a striking similar expression pattern in both the female 446 and male germline: absence in GSCs and an early onset of expression during 447 the four incomplete mitoses that produce the 16-cell germline cysts 43 . One 448 possibility is that the bamP activity is higher in the male than the female germline. 449
Another possibility has to do with the sex differences in meiotic recombination-450 meiotic recombination does not occur in male Drosophila. Perhaps reduced 451 access to homologous chromosomes as templates for homology-mediated repair 452 favors indels. In any case, this feature allows us to utilize bamP to build a high-453 efficiency pipeline for targeted CRISPR mutagenesis in male germ cells. 454
Conventional gRNA multiplexing provides all gRNAs at once as a cocktail, which 456 expands indel diversity but inevitably creates complex and often biased deletion 457 patterns. The off-target effects of a gRNA cocktail also accumulate in an additive 458 manner. By contrast, CAMIO selects a single gRNA from each set and 459 complexity can be added by increasing the number of sets. Thus, CAMIO confers 460 every gRNA with some autonomy while achieving multiplexed mutagenesis as a 461 whole. Off-target concerns in CAMIO can be adequately addressed by examining 462 multiple independent mutations of similar kinds. Also, arrays of targeted 463 mutations can be introduced into specific genetic backgrounds with CAMIO. For 464 example, when performing CAMIO on the chinmo 5' UTR, we purposefully 465 targeted a 2L chromosome arm that also carries transgenes for twin-spot 466 MARCM 44 . Hence, all the CAMIO chinmo indels were immediately ready for 467 mosaic analysis. Independent indels can be directly screened for visible 468 phenotypes in mosaic organisms. However, we favor mapping the indels first by 469 NGS, which can be conducted in a high-throughput manner via combinatorial 470 sample indexing. We have also reduced the costs by pooling distinct amplicons 471 for co-indexing. 472
473
In general, we recovered similar indel spectrums to what has been commonly 474 described. For gRNAs that are inherently potent, like g1_4 for chinmo 5' UTR, we 475 obtained many indels around the cut site. Despite recovering numerous single-476 site deletions, we rarely see single-site deletions exceeding 30 bps in length. 477
Therefore, the observed ease in creating diverse inter-target deletions by CAMIO 478 is particularly valuable for systematic DNA dissection. In the case of CAMIO on 479 chinmo 5'UTR, we recovered most of the predicted inter-target deletions with the 480 exception of the 'toxic' g2_2 and g2_3. Notably, the largest inter-target deletion 481
we have identified exceeds 2 kb in length. These observations suggest that we 482 can be more aggressive in choosing more disperse gRNA targets to cover larger 483 genomic regions. 484
485
After all, the capacity of CAMIO is mainly determined by how many gRNAs one 486 can pack into a single set. Given the small size of gRNAs, we expect no problem 487 in packing six or even more gRNAs without compromising the system. This 488 intuition was largely supported by seeing reasonable recruitment frequencies for 489 all six tandem gRNAs in the chinmo exon 2 set. Further, there is still room for 490 improvement on the gRNA selection process. For instance, increasing the 491 distance between the U6 promoter and the gRNA set would make the selection 492 more impartial. In sum, we have shown that the CAMIO system holds great 493 promise for in vivo deletion analysis. Yet, our demonstrations have not nearly 494 reached the limitations of CAMIO as far as the number of targets and size of 495 DNA that can be evaluated in a single experiment. 496
497
We used CAMIO to perform deletion analysis on the 5'UTR of chinmo, which has 498 important roles in governing Chinmo protein levels. There evidently exist multiple 499 mechanisms governing chinmo expression throughout development. We 500 successfully identified a region responsible for Chinmo downregulation in the MB 501 around pupa formation. The resulting elevated Chinmo expression affected MB 502 morphogenesis, possibly due to abnormal neuronal fate transition. In addition, we 503 found a large region critical for embryo viability. While roles for Chinmo have 504 been described in the brain and as a downstream target of JAK/STAT in the 505 testes 45 , our data suggest another essential role for Chinmo in embryonic 506 development. The identification of discrete non-coding regions regulating 507 different biological processes within a single UTR has exemplified the utility of 508 CAMIO in resolving complex UTR functions. Given its multiplex and 509 combinatorial power, CAMIO should also greatly aid the dissection of promoters, 510 enhancers, long non-coding RNAs, DNA repeats and more. 511
512
In theory, CAMIO should work for any organism where a bamP-like promoter 513 exists. Particularly, if a founder parent (possibly a father) can produce a large 514 number of targeted mutants, CAMIO may become a desirable genetic screening 515 platform for interrogating the genome. A mouse gene, Gm114, was identified as 516 a putative ortholog of Drosophila bam 46 . Encouragingly, strikingly similar to bam, 517
Gm114 is greatly enriched in undifferentiated spermatocytes and spermatids but 518 absent or extremely low in undifferentiated spermatogonia. Orthologs of bam and 519
Gm114 were also found in zebrafish, chicken, macaque, and others. We have 520 pioneered CAMIO as a germline pipeline for arrayed CRISPR mutagenesis in 521
Drosophila. CAMIO can expedite systematic structure-functional analysis of the 522 genome across diverse model organisms. To create bamP(898)-Cas9, the full bam promoter (-898) 27 was ordered from 546 gBlocks, IDT, and Cas9 was also flanked by bam 3' UTR. To create UAS-shibire, 547 codon-optimized shibire coding sequence that carries the gRNA-shi target site 548 was ordered from GeneArt gene synthesis, and then cloned into pJFRC28 48 . To 549 generate dU6-3-gRNAs, we replaced 10XUAS-IVS-GFP-p10 of pJFRC28 with 550 dU6-3 promoter and gRNA scaffold fragment from pTL2 28 . For dU6-3-gRNA-shi, 551
GTATGGGGTATCAAGCCGAT was selected as the spacer. To create 552 dU6_g2+3, we first generated dU6-3-g2_2 and dU6-3-g2_3 separately, and 553 cloned dU6-3-g2_2 into the backbone of dU6-3-g2_3. 554
555
To create conditional U6-gRNA set construct, pCis-{4gRNAs_mCD8}, a U6 556 promoter-AttB fragment was synthetized by PCR amplification from pCFD3 19 and 557 cloned into pCaST-elav-VP16AD, which contained the p-Element inverted repeats 558 (Addgene, #15308). Then, we inserted a DNA fragment (Genscript) containing 4 559 different gRNAs targeting the mCD8 protein tag. These gRNAs were selected 560 based on their ON and OFF target scores (Benchling). Each of these gRNAs was 561 preceded by an AttP site and a HammerHead ribozyme 49 . Finally, a 3Xp3-RFP-562 polyA(a-tubulin) fragment was synthetized by PCR amplification, using pure 563 genomic DNA from a fly line in which this cassette was used as a marker 564 (Bloomington, #54590). Then, this fragment was inserted upstream of this gRNA 565 region. In the final construct, the AttB and AttP sites were separated by a 3.7 Kb 566 region containing an ampicillin resistance gene, an origin of replication in bacteria 567 and the 3Xp3-RFP-polyA marker. 568 569 pCis-{gRNAs_chinmo-Exon1/Exon2/Exon3}: following the same design 570 described above, a DNA fragment was synthetized (Genscript), which contained 571 4 gRNAs (6 for Exon2) either targeting the corresponding exon or the exon-intron 572 junction. This fragment was then inserted into pCis-{4gRNAs_mCD8}, thus 573 removing the previous gRNAs cassette. 574
575
The Chinmo UTRs were amplified from Drosophila genomic DNA. smGFP 50 576 fused to V5, cmyc or ollas were amplified from previously existing plasmids. 577
Standard molecular biology techniques were used to clone the smGFP fusions 578 containing one or two Chinmo UTRs into 13XLexAop2 (pJFRC15, 47 ). If the 579 construct ended with Chinmo 3'UTR, the SV40 signal was removed from the 580 vector backbone. 13XLexAop2-5' UTR-GFP-3' UTR was further modified to 581 create d, bD, and D23 reporters containing various deletions in the 5' UTR. and chromosomes over Df(3R)ED10838 were scored for ebony loss-of-function 587 phenotype. In total, 709 progeny from 5 female founders and 1574 progeny from 588 9 male founders were collected and phenotype was assessed. Male UAS-shibire 589 mutagenesis founders were crossed with GMR-Gal4, and the wildtype-eyed 919 590 progeny were sacrificed for next generation sequencing (NGS). 591 592 CAMIO on UAS-mCD8::GFP. Male founders (UAS-mCD8::GFP, bamP(898)-593
Cas9, nos-phiC31, and one or two copies of pCis-{4gRNAs_mCD8} were mated 594 with act5C-Gal4 females for scoring of loss of green fluorescence in the progeny. 595
For one copy of pCis-{4gRNAs_mCD8}, we screened 807 progeny from 20 596 founder males. 30 loss-of-GFP progeny from two founders were further subject to 597 sequence analysis. For two copies of pCis-{4gRNAs_mCD8}, we screened 570 598 progeny from 16 founders. 110 loss-of-GFP progeny were analyzed and grouped 599 into three deletion categories. 600 601 CAMIO on chinmo 5' UTR. After mating with females carrying a second 602 chromosome balancer for stock keeping, 1200 male progeny from 4 CAMIO on 603 chinmo 5' UTR gRNA set combinations were sacrificed for genomic study. We 604 designed primer sets that produce amplicons covering exon 1, 2, 3, and exons 605 1+2. Males from combination 1 were intentionally numbered 1-300, and their 606 genomic amplicons were carefully matched and mixed with counterparts from 607 combination 2 and 3. Finally, 300 DNA mixtures plus 84 amplicons from 608 combination 4 were tagmented (Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit, illumina) and 609 barcoded (Nextera XT Index Kit v2) for NGS. 610 611 Immunohistochemistry and confocal imaging. 612
Fly brains at indicated larval, pupal, and adult stages were dissected, fixed, and 613 immunostained as described previously 29, 44 . The following primary antibodies 614
were used in this study: chicken GFP polyclonal antibody (1:500, Invitrogen, 615 gene. Then, mapped portions of the first mapping and that of the second 639 mapping (when the second one existed) were merged to form a deletion event 640 which we denoted as type L (large gap). This type of gap often contained 641 inserted sequences in the middle. We discarded any events with less than 10 642 reads. 643 
Figure legends
